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Background: Candida is an ubiquitous organism causing superficial fungal infections that are commonly encountered in clinical practice. The knowledge of the change in the epidemiology, clinical spectrum and antifungal susceptibility may aid for the appropriate treatment decisions.
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Incontinentia pigmenti is a rare X-linked neuroectodermal dysplasia estimated to occur in approximately 1:50,000 births. It’s first clinical manifestations are unique cutaneous lesions comprehending four different stages that emerge throughout the first year of life and persist until adolescence. One third of these patients develop central nervous system and ocular ma
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The extended modified male Z-plasty necklift for correction of severe aging changes of the neck with secondary improvement of the lower third of the face
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The male Z-plasty necklift (MZPN) is a well described procedure [1-4], specifically used for men with severe aging neck changes who cannot be achieve a satisfactory aesthetic outcome with other necklift procedures that are performed through a submental incision. ...